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Abstract As image generation techniques mature,
there is a growing interest in explainable representations that are easy to understand and intuitive to
manipulate. In this work, we turn to co-occurrence
statistics, which have long been used for texture
analysis, to learn a controllable texture synthesis model.
We propose a fully convolutional generative adversarial
network, conditioned locally on co-occurrence statistics,
to generate arbitrarily large images while having local,
interpretable control over texture appearance. To
encourage ﬁdelity to the input condition, we introduce a
novel diﬀerentiable co-occurrence loss that is integrated
seamlessly into our framework in an end-to-end fashion.
We demonstrate that our solution oﬀers a stable,
intuitive, and interpretable latent representation for
texture synthesis, which can be used to generate
smooth texture morphs between diﬀerent textures. We
further show an interactive texture tool that allows a
user to adjust local characteristics of the synthesized
texture by directly using the co-occurrence values.
Keywords

1

co-occurrence; texture synthesis; deep
learning; generative adversarial networks
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Introduction

Deep learning has revolutionized our ability to
generate novel images. Most notably, generative
adversarial networks (GANs) have shown impressive
results in various domains, including textures.
Nowadays, GANs can generate a distribution of
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texture images that is often indistinguishable from
the distribution of real ones. The goal of the generator
is conceptually simple and boils down to training the
network weights to map a latent code, sampled from
a random distribution, to realistic samples.
However, generative networks are typically nonexplainable and hard to control. That is, given a
generated sample, it is generally hard to explain its
latent representation and to directly modify it to
output a new sample with desired properties.
Recently, we are witnessing growing interest in
interpreting the latent spaces of GANs, aspiring
to better understand their behaviour [1–3]. These
studies tap into vector arithmetics in latent space, or
use more complicated entangled properties to achieve
better control of the texture generation process.
However, many questions remain open, and local
control is still diﬃcult to achieve.
In this work, we seek a generative model for
textures that is intuitive to understand and easy
to edit and manipulate. Our key insight is that we
can bypass the need to understand a highly entangled
latent space by using a structured latent space, with
meaningful interpretable vectors.
We use a statistical tool, co-occurrence, to serve
as an encoding of texture patches. Co-occurrence,
ﬁrst introduced by Julesz [4], captures the local joint
probability of pairs of pixel values to co-occur. They
have long been used to analyze textures [5, 6]. In
our work, we take the opposite direction. Given a
co-occurrence matrix, we can generate a variety of
texture images that match it.
Technically, we train a fully convolutional
conditional GAN (cGAN), conditioned on local cooccurrence statistics. The convolutional architecture
allows for arbitrarily large generated textures, while
local co-occurrence statistics gives us explainable
control over local texture appearance. This allows
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the synthesis of a variety of inhomogeneous textures,
such as those shown in Fig. 1, by conditioning locally
on diﬀerent co-occurrences collected from the input
textures.
To enable end-to-end training using co-occurrence
statistics, we introduce a new diﬀerentiable cooccurrence loss, which penalizes inconsistencies
between the co-occurrence of the synthesized
texture and the input condition. We demonstrate
that our proposed training objective allows for
a simple and interpretable latent representation,
without compromising ﬁdelity, on a large variety of
inhomogeneous textures. We show that our approach
can be used, for example, to interpolate between
two texture regions by interpolating between their
corresponding co-occurrence matrices, resulting in
a dynamic texture morph. We also illustrate how
to control the generated texture by editing the cooccurrence input.
Our contributions are twofold.
Firstly, we
introduce a stable, intuitive, and interpretable
latent representation for texture synthesis, oﬀering
parametric control over the synthesized output using
co-occurrence statistics. Secondly, we present a fully
convolutional cGAN architecture with a diﬀerentiable
co-occurrence loss, enabling end-to-end training. Our
code is publicly available at https://github.com/
ashu7397/cooc_texture.

2

Related work

There are diﬀerent ways to model texture. Heeger
and Bergen [7] represented textures as histograms
of diﬀerent levels of a steerable pyramid, while De
Bonet [8] represented texture as the conditional
probabilities of pixel values at multiple scales of
the image pyramid. New texture is synthesized by
matching the statistics of a noise image to that of the
input texture. Portilla and Simoncelli [9] continued
this line of research, using a set of statistical texture
properties. None of these methods used co-occurrence
statistics for texture synthesis.
Stitching-based methods [10–12] assume a nonparametric model of texture. In this case a new
texture is generated by sampling patches from the
input texture image. This sampling procedure can
lead to poor results; one ﬁx is to use an objective
function that forces the distribution of patches in the
output texture to match that of the input texture

Fig. 1 Given a texture exemplar (left and right), co-occurrence
statistics are collected for diﬀerent texture crops. Using these cooccurrences, our method can synthesize a variety of novel textures with
desired local properties (center), similar to those of the corresponding
crops from the texture exemplar. Above we demonstrate textures
synthesized from co-occurrence statistics collected at four random
crops (marked in unique colors).

[13, 14]. These methods have proven to be very
eﬀective in synthesizing plausible textures. Please
refer to the work by Barnes and Zhang [15] for a
more comprehensive survey of patch-based synthesis
techniques.
Some methods have been proposed to interpolate
between textures rather than to synthesize new
textures.
For example, Matusik et al. [16]
captured the structure of the induced space by a
simplicial complex whose vertices represent input
textures. Interpolating between vertices corresponds
to interpolating between textures. Rabin et al. [17]
interpolated between textures by averaging discrete
probability distributions that are treated as a
barycenter in the Wasserstein space. Darabi et al. [18]
used a screened Poisson equation solver to meld
images and, among other applications, showed how
to interpolate between diﬀerent textures.
Deep learning for texture synthesis by Gatys et
al. [19] follows the approach of Heeger and Bergen [7].
Instead of matching histograms of the image pyramid,
they matched the Gram matrix of diﬀerent feature
maps of the texture image, where the Gram matrix
measures correlation between features in selected
layers of a neural network. This approach was later
improved [20, 21]. These methods look at pair-wise
relationships between features, which is similar to
what we do. However, the Gram matrix measures
correlation of deep features, whereas we use cooccurrence statistics of pixel values.
Alternatively, one can use a generative adversarial
network (GAN) to synthesize textures that resemble
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Fig. 2 Method overview. The generator receives as input a co-occurrence tensor Cr , corresponding to a real texture crop xr . This tensor is
concatenated to a random noise tensor z. The generator outputs a synthetic texture sample xg . The discriminator’s input alternates between
real and synthetic texture samples. It also receives the co-occurrence tensor Cr . In addition, the co-occurrence of the synthesized texture is
required to be consistent with the input statistics to the generator. By this architecture, the generator learns to synthesize samples with desired
local texture properties, as captured by the co-occurrence tensor.

an input exemplar. Li and Wand [22] used a
GAN combined with a Markov random ﬁeld to
synthesize texture images from neural patches. Gang
et al. [23] improved the method of Gatys et al. [19]
by adding constraints on the Fourier spectrum of
the synthesized image, and Li et al. [24] used a
feed-forward network to synthesize diversiﬁed texture
images. Zhou et al. [25] used GANs to spatially
expand texture exemplars, extending non-stationary
structures. Frühstück et al. [26] synthesized large
textures using a pre-trained generator, which can
produce images at higher resolutions.
Texture synthesis using GANs is also used for
texture interpolation. Jetchev et al. [27] suggested
a spatial GAN (SGAN), where the input noise to
the generator is a spatial tensor rather than a
vector. This method was later extended to a periodic
spatial GAN (PSGAN), proposed by Bergmann et
al. [28]. Interpolating between latent vectors within
the latent tensor results in spatial interpolation in
the generated texture image. These works focus on
spatial interpolation, and learn the input texture’s
structure as a whole. We focus on representing the
appearance of diﬀerent local regions of the texture in
a controllable manner.
The most closely related work to ours is the recent
texture mixer of Yu et al. [29], which performs texture
interpolation in the latent space. However, unlike
our work, their method requires encoding sample
crops into the latent space and control is obtained in
the form of interpolating between the representations
of these sample crops. Our method, on the other
hand, provides a parametric and interpretable latent
representation which can be controlled directly.
Co-occurrences were introduced by Julesz [4]

who conjectured that two distinct textures can be
distinguished by their second order statistics (i.e., cooccurrences). This conjecture is not necessarily true
because it is possible to construct distinct images
that have the same ﬁrst (histograms) and second
order (co-occurrence) statistics. It was later shown
by Yellott [30] that images with the same thirdorder statistics are indistinguishable. In practice, cooccurrences have long been used for texture analysis
[5, 6], but not for texture synthesis, as we propose in
this work.

3

Method

We use a conditional generative adversarial network
(cGAN) to synthesize textures with spatially varying
co-occurrence statistics. Before giving details, let
us ﬁx terminology ﬁrst. A texture patch (i.e., a
64 × 64 pixel region) is represented by a local cooccurrence matrix. A texture crop (i.e., a 128 × 128
pixel region) is represented by a collection of local
co-occurrence matrices, organized as a co-occurrence
tensor. We train our cGAN on texture crops, because
crops capture interaction between neighboring cooccurrences. This allows the generator to learn how
to synthesize texture that ﬁts spatially varying cooccurrence statistics. Once the cGAN is trained, we
can feed the generator with a co-occurrence tensor
and a random seed to synthesize images of arbitrary
size. We can do that because both the discriminator
and generator are fully convolutional.
Figure 2 provides an overview of our cGAN
architecture. It is based on the one proposed by
Bergmann et al. [28]. In what follows, we explain how
the co-occurrence statistics are collected, followed by
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a description of our cGAN and how we use it to
generate new texture images.
We use co-occurrence matrices to represent the local
appearance of patches in the texture image. For a given
patch, we calculate the co-occurrence matrix M of the
joint appearance statistics of pixel values [31, 32].
The size of the co-occurrence matrix scales
quadratically with the number of pixel values and
it is therefore infeasible to work directly with RGB
values. To circumvent that we quantize the color
space to a small number of clusters. The pixel values
of the input texture image are ﬁrst grouped into k
clusters using standard k-means. This results in a
k × k co-occurrence matrix.
Let (τa , τb ) denote two cluster centers. Then
M(τa , τb ) is given by


1
d(p, q)2
M(τa , τb )=
exp −
K(Ip , τa )K(Iq , τb )
Z p,q
2σ2
(1)
where Ip is the pixel value at location p, d(p, q) is the
Euclidean distance between pixel locations p and q, σ
is a user speciﬁed parameter, and Z is a normalizing
factor designed to ensure that the elements of M sum
to 1.
K is a soft assignment kernel function that decays
exponentially with the distance of the pixel value
from that of the cluster 
center:

 (Ipi − τli )2
(2)
K(Ip , τl ) = exp −
(σli )2
i
where i runs over the RGB color channels and σli is
the standard deviation of color channel i of cluster l.
The contribution of a pixel value pair to the cooccurrence statistics decays with their Euclidean
distance in the image plane. In practice, we do not
sum over all pixel pairs (p, q) in the image, but rather
consider only pixels q within a window around p. An
illustrative image and its corresponding co-occurrence
matrix are given in Fig. 3.
We collect the co-occurrence statistics of an image
crop x of spatial dimensions h × w, according to
Eqs. (1) and (2). We row-stack each of these matrices
to construct a co-occurrence volume of size h×w ×k2 .
This is then downsampled spatially by a factor of s to
obtain a co-occurrence tensor C. This downsampling
allows more variability for the texture synthesis
process, implicitly making every spatial position in
C a description of the co-occurrence of a certain
receptive ﬁeld in x.
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Fig. 3 Left: an image. Right: corresponding co-occurrence matrix,
computed by Eqs. (1) and (2), using 4-neighborhood connectivity.
Red pixels are frequently adjacent: their co-occurrence measure is
high (A). Red pixels appear less frequently next to blue ones, giving
a lower value in the co-occurrence matrix (B). Blue pixels are never
adjacent, yielding a zero probability (C).

3.1

Texture synthesis

We denote a real texture crop by xr , and its cooccurrence tensor Cr . The random noise seed tensor
is denoted z; its entries are drawn from a normal
distribution N (0, 1). In order to balance the inﬂuence
of the co-occurrence and the noise on the output of
the generator, we also normalise Cr to have zero mean
and unit variance.
The concatenated co-occurrence and noise tensor
are given as input to the generator. The output of
the generator G is a synthesized crop xg = G(Cr , z).
The corresponding downsampled co-occurrence of xg
is denoted Cg .
The input to the discriminator D is a texture
crop that is either a real crop from the texture
image (xr ) or a synthetic one from the generator
(xg ). In addition to the input texture crop, the
original co-occurrence tensor Cr is also provided to
the discriminator. For a real input texture, this is its
corresponding co-occurrence tensor. For a synthetic
input, the same co-occurrence condition given to the
generator is used at the discriminator.
We emphasize that both the generator and
discriminator are conditioned on the co-occurrence
tensor. With this cGAN architecture, the discriminator teaches the generator to generate texture
samples that preserve local texture properties, as
captured by the co-occurrence tensor. In order
to further guide the generator to respect the cooccurrence condition when synthesizing texture,
we compute the co-occurrence statistics of the
generated texture and demand consistency with the
corresponding generator’s input.
We train the network with the Wasserstein GAN
with gradient penalty (WGAN-GP) objective function,
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proposed by Gulrajani et al. [33]. In addition, we add
a novel consistency loss on the co-occurrence of the
generated texture and the input condition.
The generator is optimized according to the
following loss function:
L(G) = −Exg ∼Pg [D(G(z, Cr ), Cr )] + λM |Mg − Mr |1
(3)
where D is the discriminator network, and | · |1 is L1
loss.
The discriminator is subject to the following
objective:
L(D) = Exr ∼Pr [D(xr , Cr )] − Exg ∼Pg [D(xg , Cr )] +
λp Ex̂∼Px̂ [(||∇x̂ D(x̂, Cr )||2 − 1)2 ]

(4)

where x̂ is randomly sampled as a linear interpolation between real and synthetic textures x̂ =
uxr + (1 − u)xg , with a uniform interpolation
coeﬃcient u ∈ U [0, 1].
Training is done with batches of texture samples
and their corresponding co-occurrence tensors. When
training the discriminator, co-occurrences of the real
texture samples are used to generate the synthetic
samples. For generator training, only co-occurrences
of the batch are used.

4

Results and evaluation

We evaluate our technique on a wide variety
of textures, including texture images from the
Describable Textures Dataset [34], from the work of
Bellini et al. [35], textures with perspective variations
as studied by Wu et al. [36], and also several
texture images we found online. We demonstrate
the performance of our method in terms of: (i)
ﬁdelity and diversity, (ii) novelty, and (iii) stability.
Additionally, we compare our approach to previous
work (Section 4.3). We also perform an ablation
study, demonstrating the importance of the diﬀerent
components of our work (Section 4.4). Finally we
conclude by discussing limitations of our approach
(Section 4.5).
4.1

Experimental details

For all texture images we set k equal to 2, 4, or 8
clusters. We collect the co-occurrence statistics for
each pixel. We take a patch of 65 × 65 around that
pixel, and calculate the co-occurrence statistics using
a window of size 51 × 51 around each pixel in that
patch and set σ 2 in Eq. (1) to 51. Thus, for each

pixel we have a k × k co-occurrence matrix, which is
reshaped to k 2 , and for an image of w × h × 3, we
have a co-occurrence volume of w × h × k 2 .
The dataset for a texture image contains N = 2000
crops of n × n pixels. As our work aims to extract
and analyze local properties, we use n = 128. The
down sampling factor of the co-occurrence volume is
s = 32. Thus, the spatial dimensions of the condition
co-occurrence tensor are 4 × 4.
The architecture of the generator and discriminator
is fully convolutional, so large textures can be
synthesized at inference time. The architecture is
based on that of PSGAN [28]. The generator in our
case is a stack of 5 convolutional layers, each having
an upsampling factor of 2 and ﬁlter of size 5 × 5,
stride of 1, and a padding of 2, with ReLU activation
and batch normalization.
The discriminator too is a stack of 5 convolutional
layers, with ﬁlter size of 5×5, stride of 2, and padding
of 2, with sigmoid activation. The stride here is 2
to bring down the upscaled spatial dimensions from
the generator back to the original input size. After
activation of the third layer, we concatenate the cooccurrence volume in the channel dimension, to help
the discriminator also condition on co-occurrence (see
Fig. 2).
For each texture image, we train our method for 120
epochs using the Adam optimizer with momentum 0.5.
The learning rate is set to 0.0002, and the gradient
penalty weight is λ = 1. The training time is about
3 hours using an nVidia 1080Ti GPU.
4.2
4.2.1

Evaluation
Fidelity and diversity

Texture synthesis algorithms must balance the
contradicting requirements of ﬁdelity and diversity.
Fidelity refers to how similar the synthesized texture
is to the input texture. Diversity expresses the
diﬀerence in the resulting texture, with respect to the
input texture. We maintain ﬁdelity by keeping the
co-occurrences ﬁxed and achieve diversity by varying
the noise seed.
Figure 1 shows that the generated samples resemble
their corresponding texture crop. Utilizing the
adversarial loss during training can be viewed as
an implicit demand of this property, while the cooccurrence loss requires it more explicitly. Additional
ﬁdelity and diversity results are presented in the
Electronic Supplementary Material (ESM).
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arrangement. In any case, while the training samples
bear some resemblance to our generated texture
samples, they are not the same, and visual diﬀerences
are noticeable using both co-occurrence and RGB
measures.
4.2.3

Fig. 4 Our technique synthesizes textures given a co-occurrence
matrix and a random seed vector. Above we illustrate textures
generated from interpolating between two co-occurrence vectors (across
the columns) and two random seed vectors (across the rows).

We demonstrate the smoothness of the latent
space by interpolating along two axes: between cooccurrence tensors and between noise tensors (see
Fig. 4). Interpolation between two diﬀerent cooccurrences results in a smooth traversal between
diﬀerent texture characteristics. On the other
hand, for a given co-occurrence tensor, interpolation
between diﬀerent noise tensors smoothly transitions
between texture samples with similar properties.
Any intermediate result of the interpolation yields a
plausible texture result, suggesting that the generator
has learned a smooth texture manifold, with respect
to both co-occurrence and noise.
4.2.2

Novelty of texture samples

To verify that our network is truly generating novel,
unseen texture samples and not simply memorizing
seen examples, we examine the nearest neighbors in
the training set. To do so, we generate textures using
unseen co-occurrences from the test set and search
for their nearest neighbors in the training set, in
terms of L1 of RGB values. For comparison, we also
compute the co-occurrence of the generated samples
and look for the nearest neighbor, in an L1 sense, in
the co-occurrence space.
We demonstrate the results of this experiment in
Fig. 5. The spatial arrangement of nearest neighbors
in RGB space resembles that of the synthesized
texture, yet they are not identical. Nearest neighbors
in the co-occurrence space may have diﬀerent spatial

Stability of synthesized textures

We use a texture degradation test [21, 37] to measure
the stability of our algorithm. Speciﬁcally, we do
the following: given a co-occurrence tensor from the
training set, we generate a texture sample, compute
its co-occurrence tensor, and feed it back to the
generator (with the same noise vector) to generate
another sample. This process is repeated several times.
Figure 6 shows representative results of our stability
test. The appearance of the synthesized textures
remains roughly constant. We attribute this stable
behaviour to the use of the co-occurrence as a
condition for the texture generation process.
To quantitatively evaluate the stability of our
method, we repeated this test for the entire test set
of diﬀerent texture images. Following each looping
iteration, we measured the L1 diﬀerence between the
input co-occurrence and that of the generated sample,
and average over all the examples in the set. For 10
looping iterations the average L1 measure remains
within 2% of the average L1 measure of the ﬁrst
iteration, for all examined textures, indicating that
the co-occurrence of the generated samples is indeed
stable.
4.3

Comparison to previous work

We compare our method to two previous texture generation algorithms related to our work: PSGAN [28]
and TextureMixer [29]. First, we examine the

Fig. 5 Novelty of generated samples. Left: generated textures using
co-occurrences from the test set. For each generated sample, we ﬁnd
its nearest neighbors (NNs) in the training set, measured in terms of
RGB values (middle) and co-occurrences (right). As illustrated above,
the generated textures are diﬀerent from their nearest neighbors in
the training set.
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Fig. 6 Stability test. Textures were generated in a loop. In the ﬁrst iteration, co-occurrences are taken from the test set. In the next,
co-occurrence of the generated texture is used. The original crop from the texture exemplar is on the left and the generated sequence for eight
iterations is on the right. It can be noted that the textures remain stable over the iterations.

diversity of our synthesized texture samples against
those from PSGAN, illustrated in Fig. 7. PSGAN
is an unconditional texture synthesis algorithm.
Thus, there is no control on the appearance of
the generated samples, resulting in limited diversity.
Our method, on the contrary, is conditioned on cooccurrence statistics that represent the texture’s local
properties. Diﬀerent input co-occurrences result in
texture samples with diﬀerent appearance, which
allows us to generate diverse samples.
Next, we compare our generated textures to
the ones obtained with Texture Mixer [29]. Our
comparison focuses on three diﬀerent aspects: ﬁdelity
and diversity (Fig. 8), stability (Fig. 9), and
interpolation between texture regions with diﬀerent

properties (Fig. 10). We use their publicly available
model, which was trained on earth textures.
Figure 8 shows that, while both methods generate
diverse results, our method has somewhat higher
ﬁdelity to the input texture. In terms of stability,
as demonstrated in Fig. 9, their method gradually
breaks, while ours remains stable. This experiment
illustrates that their encoder is sensitive to the
distribution on which it was trained, and as the
generated samples deviate from this distribution, it
cannot accurately encode it into the latent space.
Lastly, Fig. 10 shows that the local properties change
more steadily and smoothly using our method.
We have also compared our results to the classical
image quilting method for texture synthesis [10],
which shows that the quality of classical techniques
can be plausible, but, unlike our method, they do not
oﬀer control and interpretability. We refer the reader
to the ESM for further details of this comparison.
4.4

Fig. 7
Diversity comparison. Texture samples generated by
PSGAN [28] are demonstrated on the top rows. Several of these
results seem to have a repetitive pattern and their visual diversity is
limited. Our technique is conditioned on co-occurrence statistics and
thus generates signiﬁcantly more diverse results.

Ablation study

In order to validate the importance of the diﬀerent
components in our framework, we performed several
experiments, omitting key components one at a
time. Speciﬁcally, we trained our cGAN without
the co-occurrence condition at the generator or at
the discriminator, or without the co-occurrence loss.
Results are shown in Fig. 11.
When the generator is non-conditional, the control
over the generation process is completely lost.
Omitting the co-occurrence condition from the
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Fig. 8 Fidelity and diversity comparison. Given an input crop (left), we demonstrate samples synthesized using Texture Mixer [29] (center)
and our technique (right). Note that unlike Texture Mixer, we do not encode the input crop directly—we generate samples conditioned on its
co-occurrence matrix. While both methods generate diverse results, our method seems to better respect the properties of the input texture crop.

Fig. 9 Stability comparison. Given an input crop (left), we iteratively generate a sample with Texture Mixer [29] (top rows) and with our
method (bottom rows). While Texture Mixer suﬀers from severe artifacts along the iterations, our texture synthesis method remains stable.

discriminator or not using the co-occurrence loss
degrades the ﬁdelity of generated texture samples:

their properties diﬀer from those of the reference
crop from which the co-occurrence was collected.

Co-occurrence based texture synthesis
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Fig. 10 Interpolation comparison. We compare interpolation results obtained with α-blend (top rows), Texture Mixer [29] (middle rows), and
our method (bottom rows). The interpolation stripes are of size 1024 × 128 pixels. As illustrated above, our interpolations tend to be smoother
and less repetitive than those of Texture Mixer.

Fig. 11 Ablation study. Each row on the center and right shows several synthesized texture samples, conditioned on the co-occurrence of
the reference crop, marked on the texture exemplars on the left. Each time one component of our method is turned oﬀ. G and D stand for
Generator and Discriminator, respectively. When one of the components is missing, the ﬁdelity to the input co-occurrence is compromised.
When all the components are used, the generated samples better respect the properties of the reference crop.
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When utilizing all components, our method can better
preserve local texture properties, represented by the
co-occurrence statistics.
4.5

Limitations

The quality of our results degrades when texture
elements are larger than the crop size we use (128×128
pixels). The method also fails to capture texture
characterized by global structure. We show examples
of such textures in Fig. 12. Additionally, for jointly
modeling multiple textures, we believe that larger
models and additional optimization are needed. This
is further discussed in the ESM.

Fig. 12 Limitation example. When the input texture includes
elements of scale larger than our crop size of 128 × 128, they are not
preserved in the generated samples.

5

Applications

We next demonstrate our co-occurrence based texture
synthesis in the context of several applications:
an interactive texture editing framework, dynamic
texture morph generation, and controllable textures.
5.1

Interactive texture editing

Our technique lets users edit locally generated texture
by modifying the corresponding co-occurrence matrix.
A user can modify, for instance, a single bin M (τi , τj )
in the co-occurrence matrix. We can then generate a
texture image with the modiﬁed co-occurrence (after

normalizing the matrix to sum to 1). In Fig. 13, we
demonstrate texture sequences obtained by increasing
a single bin in the co-occurrence matrix.
We conducted a user study to quantitatively
evaluate how easy it is to use our interactive texture
editing approach for users who are unfamiliar with cooccurrence statistics. Participants were ﬁrst provided
with a brief introduction to co-occurrences using
the toy example illustrated in Fig. 3. Then, they
were presented with image triplets containing an
original texture image and two edited images. The
participants were asked to match the edited images
with their co-occurrence matrices. The co-occurrence
matrix corresponding to the original image was
provided. Participants were also asked to rank how
conﬁdent they were in their answer using a 5-point
Likert scale.
Seventy-two users participated in the study. Each
participant was shown image triplets generated from
5 diﬀerent textures and the number of clusters k was
set to either k = 2 or k = 4. In Fig. 14, we provide a
few sample questions from our user study.
On average, 83% of the time the participants
successfully matched the image to its corresponding
co-occurrence matrix. The participants were conﬁdent in their selection 72% of the time. For these
conﬁdent selections, the success rate was 86% on
average. As our study illustrates, in most cases users
understand how an edit in the image is reﬂected in the
co-occurrence matrix. Therefore, directly editing the
co-occurrence matrix can provide meaningful local
control of the texture generation process.
5.2

Texture morphing

We generate a dynamic texture morph by interpolating and extrapolating between randomly

Fig. 13 Interactive texture editing. With our representation, a user can locally adjust the generated image by editing its corresponding
co-occurrence matrix. On the left, we illustrate the initial result and its co-occurrence matrix. We demonstrate the sequence of results obtained
by multiplying a selected bin with an increasing factor (and normalizing accordingly, as described in the text). The co-occurrence matrix on the
right corresponds to the rightmost image. Note that darker colors correspond to pixel values which co-occur with high probability.
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Fig. 14 User study. Given an original texture image and two diﬀerent co-occurrence based edits, participants were asked to match between
the edited textures (in the center) and their edited co-occurrence matrix (on the right). The correct matches are provided x . Note that darker
colors correspond to pixel values which co-occur with high probability.

selected co-occurrence tensors of various local texture
regions. The generated image sequence, obtained by
conditioning on the smooth co-occurrence sequence
and a ﬁxed random noise seed, exhibits a unique
temporal behavior. In Fig. 15, we illustrate a few
representative frames along the sequence. We provide
full dynamic sequences in the accompanying video in
the ESM.
5.3

Large controllable textures

Our texture synthesis algorithm is fully convolutional
and thus can generate arbitrarily large textures. In

addition, since it is conditioned on co-occurrence,
we have control over the local appearance of the
synthesized texture.
In order to demonstrate this ability, we take two
crops of 128 × 128 pixels with diﬀerent properties
from a texture exemplar. Then, we tile their corresponding co-occurrence tensors in a desired spatial
arrangement, and run it through the generator.
In this way we can obtain a texture with desired
appearance.
Figure 16 shows large synthesized textures made
in that manner. The ﬁdelity to the co-occurrence

Fig. 15 Texture interpolation and extrapolation. Examples of interpolated and extrapolated textures, generated between two sample
co-occurrence vectors (corresponding to the generated images marked in green). As the ﬁgure illustrates, the extrapolated examples extend the
smooth interpolation sequence, magnifying the diﬀerences in the local texture properties. Please refer to the accompanying video in the ESM
for the full dynamic sequences.
x The co-occurrence matrix corresponding to Texture 1 is (a) in both cases.
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